SPORT PREMIUM FUNDING
Sports Premium Allocation In April 2013, the Department for Education announced new funding of
£150 million to support the delivery of PE and school sport. Funding was allocated to all statemaintained secondary, primary, middle and special schools. Our school received £16,000 plus £10 per
pupil to improve and enhance the quality of PE and Sport in school. In the academic year 2017 - 2018,
the funding of £17,460 was used in the following ways:
Activity / Initiative Cost
Chelmsford School £648
Sports Partnership
membership

Premier
Sports £11,530
team
coaching
sessions with class
teachers and MDA
training.

Sports clubs

£2,270

Stay
Active
– £1,710
Premier
Sports
coaches provided
lunch
time
provision.
New
equipment £1,766
and
competition
costumes.
Transport to and £175
from competitions.

Impact
This allows many of our children to attend level 2 competition
either individually, in a group/team or as a whole year group. It
provides regular and relevant training and information about
sport and PE, and opportunities to share good practice with staff
from other schools.
We are fortunate to have Premier Sports to work alongside us,
teaching the majority of the PE in school. Team coaching
sessions ensure that class teachers are not deskilled in teaching
of PE, but instead can gain ideas and skills as well as being more
aware of the needs and abilities of the children in their classes.
It is also beneficial for the children as they enjoy their teachers
getting involved in sport.
Although we have some clubs by Premier Sports that are paid
for by the parents, they also run our football club and additional
clubs with teams/groups preparing for competitions. Using
Premier Sports allows the children to receive quality coaching
and excellent support at competitions and fixtures.
Coaches provide enjoyable lunch time activities that get more
children being active and using the skills they learn in PE
sessions. The coaches have great relationships with the children
so are an effective addition to the lunch time team. Lunch time
behaviour has also improved as a result of this.
We have purchased relevant and appropriate equipment to
support the teaching of PE and for use at competitions. Regular
feedback from coaches ensures that we have what is needed.
Funding for transport is important for us getting children to and
from competitions, although we are lucky to have parents who
are willing to take and collect children to/from team games and
individual events.

In the academic year 2018-2019, many of the above initiatives will continue. Other ways we intent to
spend the money are as follows:
Activity / Initiative
Trim Trail

Cost
£11,050

New goal posts

£1,200

Impact
A rubber bonded track will be installed around the perimeter of
the school field and children will be able to take part in the Daily
Mile initiative.
New goal posts to be purchased for the school field

